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Introduction

As a primary energy source, nuclear fusion has almost

ideal characteristics: it is essentially inexhaustible,

radioactivity problems can be virtually eliminated,

materials of construction can be selected which do not

have resource limitations, and it should be possible to

convert fusion energy at high efficiency to electrical

and/or chemical energy.

In order for fusion reactions to occur, however,

the reacting particles (i.e. deuterium, tritium, and other

suitable light nuclei) must have very large energies.

The equivalent temperature of these particles will be on

the order of 10 K. At these very high temperatures the

reacting particles form a fully ionized plasma with the

electrons completely stripped from the positive nuclei.

The particles must be contained for a sufficient time

that the average fusion energy released per particle is

considerably larger than the energy invested to heat them

to the reaction temperature. No material wall can contain

the particles at such temperatures; instead, one of two

containment approaches can be used. The first approach, mag-

netic confinement, imbeds the plasma in a strong magnetic

field which keeps the rate at which plasma, which has a

very high electrical conductivity, escapes to the containing

wall at a tolerable level. The second approach, the laser-

pellet scheme, depends on inertial confinement of a very

rapidly heated pellet. The fusion reactions occur in a

few nanoseconds before the pellet expands.

Both approaches are being actively pursued in a number

of fusion laboratories around the world. The real physics

challenge is not to achieve confinement, which has been
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demonstrated for many years, but to achieve sufficiently

good confinement that the fusion output energy is sub-

stantially greater than the input energy. It seems

very likely that this will be demonstrated in a few

years.

Even after this point is reached, however, a number

of years will be needed to develop reliable, economic

power reactors based on fusion reactions. Many diffi-

cult engineering problems will have to be overcome.

These will include selecting and developing blanket

materials that can resist very large fluences of high

energy neutrons; developincr efficient and reliable methods of

heating plasmas; methods of refueling plasmas; extension

of superconducting magnet technology to the very large

magnet systems required if magnetic confinement' is used, or

extension of laser technology by orders of magnitude if

the laser-pellet concept is used; and development of very

large vacuum chambers for the fusion reactor, with large

numbers of penetrations for coolant systems. While diffi-

cult, none of these problems appear to be insoluble and

they should be resolved within the next two decades.

Program Directions for Controlled Nuclear Fusion

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics and implica-

tions of various fusion reactions that could be used in

fusion reactors (or CTR's). There are other possible

reactions, but they would be more difficult to use in a

practical reactor.

The DT reaction is by far the easiest reaction to ini-

tiate and sustain, and almost all of the fusion experiments

and reactor designs are aimed at achieving the conditions
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necessary for it.

In a practical fusion reactor, the reacting species

must be first brought to a high temperature (typically,

thousands of ev) and then contained for a sufficient

time that the average yield of fusion energy/plasma

particle is considerably larger than the average energy

expended in heating and confining the particle. For

breakeven, i.e. fusion output energy equal to input energy,

there is a characteristic product of plasma atomic

density, n, and confinement time, r, for each fuel.

This condition (the Lawson criterion) is independent of

either n or T, requiring only that the characteristic

product be achieved. For a pure DT fuel at 10 keV, I»T

at breakeven is ~10 cm sec. Present experiments

have achieved a few percent of this value, and it is expec-

ted that breakeven will be essentially achieved within a

few years in the experiments now under construction or

being planned.

If the fusion plasma is surrounded with a fissionable

blanket (uranium or thorium), the total energy released

per fusion event can be multiplied by a large factor,

typically 10-20. Most of the energy now comes from

fission reactions. Essentially, the high energy neutrons

(14.1 Mev) from the DT fusion reactions drive a subcritical

fission lattice. This type of reactor would produce power
239 233

and breed fissionable material (Pu or U ) for conven-

tional nuclear thermal reactors (LWR's and/or HTGR's). The

fusion-fission reactor could thus be an alternative to the

fast breeder.
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The plasma confinement requirements for a fusion-fission

reactor are qui e modest, being roughly an order of magni-

tude less than those for a pure DT reactor. A demo plant

could probably start operating in 1990, assuming a strong

effort on this type of reactor. There is no current

development effort on fusion-fission, but concep-

tual designs have been made. Estimate of possible start-up

dates for reactors in Table 1 are the author's, and are not

CTR program goals.

An interesting possibility for fusion-fission reactors

is the generation of H. and H. based synthetic fuels as a

by-product to the main product, fissionable fuel. To the

utilities, the most desirable mode of operation for a

fusion-fission reactor may be as a fissionable fuel

factory, with no electric power fed to the grid from the

reactor. This would give flexibility in reactor operation,

and shutdowns could be easily made without the necessity

to match grid demand. The reactor could then generate H

by electrolytic or thermochemical processes. The reactor

cost would be borne by the value of the fissionable fuel

produced, and the H_ production cost would essentially

comprise only the power conversion and electrolyzer cost

in the case of electrolysis, or the thermochemical unit

in the case of a thermochemical process. Power conversion

efficiency would be comparable to that for fission reactors,

i.e. 40%. The limit to fusion-fission power generation

capacity is set by three parameters: the number of

fissions/bred fuel atom in the fusion-fission blanket; the

conversion ratio of the fission reactors obtaining fuel from

fusion-fission plants, and the total installed capacity of
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fission reactors. A rough, gauge for this limit is that

fusion-fission reactors could generate electric power

for H_ production at ~205& of the total fission electric

power, and this power could be used for HL production.

Development of a pure fusion DT reactor probably

requires a somewhat longer time than for a fusion-fission

reactor. A demo date of 1995 seems achievable, given

present understanding of the plasma and technological

requirements.

A power conversion efficiency of ~60/4 should be

ultimately achievable with DT reactors. At most, only

a small fraction,-15%, of the fusion energy is available

as charged particle energy in the plasma, and the rest

appears as heat deposited by neutrons and gammas. Most of

the charged particle energy will probably appear as heat in

the blanket, via bremsstrahlung radiation from the plasma.

Thus power conversion in a DT reactor will essentially

rely on a thermal conversion cycle. A value of 6O56 should

be possible with a high temperature graphite blanket. This

point is discussed more fully later.

The most likely advanced fuels beyond DT are DD, DHe ,

and PB . There are three incentives for advanced fuels:

1. Higher power conversion efficiency. The fraction

of fusion energy released as charged particles

is greater, and direct conversion topping cycles

can be used.

2. Reduced radiation damage and activation (smaller

neutron yield).

3. Freedom from problems of tritium breeding and

handling.
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Offsetting these advantages is the more

difficult confinement requirements for the advanced

fuels. Representative costs for toroidal magnetic

confinement systems as shown in Table 1 for the four

fuels. These are based on a total cost of $10" /Joule

for magnetic energy (superconductor, structure, divertor,

ohmic heating system, refrigerator, and cryostat). This

unit cost is several times smaller than that achieved in

large magnets for liquid H_ bubble chambers, but the much

larger scale necessary for fusion reactors should result in reduc-

tions to this value, or even lower. The magnetic field

costs also assume the fusion reaction parameter, <ov)/T ,

to be at its maximum value and the total magnetic

field volume to be five times the plasma volume. A value

of 3 " 0.05 [8 « ratio, plasma pressure/magnetic field

pressure (on axis) ] is probably achievable for Tokamaic

reactors with a circular plasma cross section x ' " For

these reactors, OT fuel is economically acceptable from

the standpoint of field cost, but advanced fuels are only

marginally acceptable. A toroidal concept reactor with

high B, like Tormac, would have acceptable field costs

for the advanced fuels. This reactor concept is at a very

early stage, however, and it is not yet possible to deter-

mine its feasibility. A Tokamak with non-circular plasma

cross section may exhibit significantly higher 8, i.e. S * 0.1

to 0.2, than those with circular plasma cross section. This

type of reactor is being investigated. Advanced fuels would

probably be economically acceptable with such a reactor.
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At this point it is not possible to say what the

ultimate best fuel will be for fusion reactors, since

such a choice involves evaluating many different fac-

tors that are not yet well defined. It serins very

likely, however, that the first generation of commercial

fusion reactors will operate on DT fuel, and that reactors

operating on more advanced fuels will require a decade or

two of further development.

There are many fusion reactor concepts of varying

promise and degree of development. Table 2 lists the

most significant concepts under development, with signif-

icance being defined in terms of amount of funding. The

total world program in fusion is on the order of a half

billion dollars per year. The Tokamak program accounts

for the major part of this effort, followed by the

laser-pellet program. The laser-pellet concept is identified

as an unconfined system. This is in the sense of magnetic

confinement—it is really confined by pellet inertia. The

mirror reactor concept is an attractive one because of its

inherent stability and relative freedom from impurities.

Its primary problem in that the value of Q [fusion reac-

tion power/power injected into the plasma] is very low,

which requires very high efficiency of injection and recovery

of plasma energy via direct converters to obtain reasonable

net plant efficiency. This low value of Q (~l-2) results from

rapid plasma loss out through the mirrors. If mechanisms

can be found to reduce this loss, or if toroidally linked

mirror systems are feasible, mirror confinement would be very

attractive. As with the choice of fuels, no clear-cut deci-

sion can be made on the ultimate best reactor concept. How-

ever, it appears likely that the first generation commercial

reactors will be Tokamaks.
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Tablc 3 outlines the large experimental fusion

devices under construction or being planned in the

world. These are all Tokamaks, with the possible

exception of FERF, which since it is intended as a

high intensity neutron source for materials tests,

can be a reactor type that is not necessarily suitable

for a commercial power reactor. Tokamak, mirror, and

3 pinch designs are being considered for a materials

test reactor. PLT and T-10 should be operational in

early 1976, and Doublet III in 1978. These experiments

should result in confinement close enough to breakeven

conditions that scaling to breakeven (and perhaps even

reactor conditions) can be reliably made. However, only

ordinary hydrogen plasmas will be used in these experi-

ments. It is necessary to study the effects of alpha

particle heating in DT plasmas, and these burner

experiments will start in the early 80*s. The tritium

handling and neutron activation problems will substantially

increase the complexity and cost of plasma experiments.

The TCT (two component torus) experiment will cost over

two hundred million dollars, for example. As experiments

become larger and more expensive, their number will probably

decrease, and exploration of options off the main line

of development will probably tend to be curtailed.

At this point, it seems likely that the first generation

of commercial power reactors will involve some type of

Tokamak of either circular or non-circular plasma cross

section, operating on DT fuel. Accordingly, for the rest

of this paper, the suitability of such reactors for hydrogen

production is considered.

o
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Technology of DT Toknmak Powor Reactors

Several reference designs of DT Tokamak

power reactors have been made. These are useful guides

to an appreciation of the problems involved, but much

more knowledge is needed before detailed realistic

designs can be made.

It seems clear that the minimum reactor power level

will be high, on the order of 5000 MW(th). The physical

size of the reactor must be large, both for good plasma

confinement, and for practical magnet design. The radial

thickness of the blanket and shield around the toroidal

plasma must be ~2 meters to breed tritium and adequately

shield the magnet from the 14 mev neutrons generated in

the plasma. The minor radius of the plasma must then be

several meters, at least. This keeps the maximum field

experienced by the superconductor at a reasonable value, as

well as making efficient use of the confinement field.

The overall reactor diameter must then be at least on

the order of 40 meters. Figure 1, taken from the UWMAK-1

design, illustrates the scale involved. This design has a

total thermal power of 5000 MW(th) and a first wall load

(reactor power/total first wall area) of 1.8 MW(th)/M2*

Higher first wall loads are desirable to reduce the unit cost,

i.e. $Aw(e), of the fusion reactor. This implies even

larger reactor powers. It appears likely that fusion

reactors will be substantially larger in power than fission

reactors, as well as in physical size.

Many subsystems must be developed before fusion

reactors are practical. These can be grouped into three

categories:
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A. Engineering scale-up or adaptation of existing

systems, for which fundamental knowledge is fairly well

developed.

B. New systems, for which some fundamental knowledge

exists, but is incomplete.

C. New systems, for which there is little

fundamental knowledge.

Category A includes the magnet confinement system,

(provided NbTi superconductor is used), cryostats, refriger-

ators, power conversion system, vacuum system and ohmic

heating system. A number of large superconducting magnets

have been built for liquid K. bubble chambers, and experi-

ence with these indicates that fusion magnets should not

present any fundamental problems. Scale-up to a practical

reactor will involve building one or more large toroidal

magnet test systems with magnet bores of 5 - 10 meters.

If it proves necessary to use Nb.Sn superconductor for

higher fields, development of the magnet confinement

system will probably take considerably longer and cost

substantially more.

Category B includes the blanket, where the principal

unknown is to what degree radiation damage will limit first

wall load and blanket lifetime, the neutral beam heating

system, (small scale beams have operated successfully), and

the tritium breeding and extraction system. Resolution of

problems in these systems may be difficult, but there seem

to be no fundamental bars to ultimate success.

Category C includes the divertor system, which protects

the walls from hot plasma and also reduces the input rate of
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impurities into the plasma (Which ultimately could quench

the plasma)* and the refueling system, which requires

the injection of very high velocities (10 km/sec) of small

DT ice pellets («1 mm diameter) into the center of the

plasma. This must be done without pellet breakup or

excessive ablation. These two systems will be tested

under realistic conditions in the next few years. At

this time, it is not possible to assess the chances of

ultimate success.

It is not possible to adequately discuss all these

subsystems in this paper; instead only the blanket system is

examined. This is one of the most important for the fusion

reactor and has significant implications for H2 production.

Table 4 summarizes five blanket designs that

have been examined for fusion reactors. The most important

distinction is that the first three designs use lithium in

a liquid form, either as metal or a fused salt, while the

last two use lithium in sold form, either as a solid metal
(9)

(LiAl) or ceramic (LiAlO ) compound . A solid lithium

blanket virtually eliminates corrosion problems, allows

higher operating temperatures, and should have greater

reliability than a liquid lithium blanket. It also permits

the use of materials with very low residual radioactivity.

These materials would be incompatible with liquid lithium.

The long-lived residual radioactivity (half life greater

than one day) in the last two designs is on the order of

10~ curie/watt, and is about six orders of magnitude lower

than the residual radioactivity in the first three designs.
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It should be much easier to repair or replace a blanket

with very low radioactivity, so that reactor costs should

be lower and allowable first wall loads higher.

The roost serious problem with DT fusion blankets is

radiation damage by the fusion neutrons. In a fission

reactor, only about 5% of the fission reaction energy appears

as neutron energy; in a fusion reactor,~80?6 of the fusion

reaction energy appears as neutron energy. Thus the total

atomic displacement due to radiation damage/KWH will be much

greater in a fusion reactor than in a fission reactor.

Furthermore, the much higher initial neutron energy results ;

in many more (n, a) and (n, p) reactions than in fission

reactors. The helium and hydrogen produced by these

reactions may cause ..dry serious embrittlement in structural

materials. Such processes would not be as.significant for

materials exposed in fission reactors. It is generally

accepted that a blanket with metallic or ceramic structure

will last at most 2 - 3 years at «2 MW(th)/m2, and will !

then have to be replaced. This means that 10-15 blankets ;

will have to be installed and removed during the 30 year j

life of the reactor. The cost and down-time of this re-

placement will be a serious penalty against fusion reactors. j

Furthermore, unlike a fission reactor, where small pin-hole |

leakage resulting from damage to cladding materials does . i

not cause serious problems, only one small leak into the <

vacuum between the plasma and the blanket will poison the |

plasma and shut down the reactor, and may result in serious J

damage to the blanket. A failure rate of once/month might j
i,

virtually rule out fusion as a practical power source, since J

a minimum of several days would be required to find and :

repair the leak. This is a very stringent requirement, considering I
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the thousands of square meters of first wall surface, the high

temperatures, and intense neutron flux.

The fifth blanket design in Table 4 seeks to avoid

these blanket problems. The blanket is a simple

structure of graphite blocks, operating at a high

enough maximum temperature (**»2000°C) that displacement

radiation damage will anneal out. The graphite is porous

and helium and hydrogen produced by (n, a) and (n, p)

reactions should readily diffuse out. Under these conditions

the graphite blanket should last for the full 30 year

life of the reactor. Graphite does not seem a suitable

structural material to carry coolant, even an inert gas

like He, because of its low ductility and relatively low

strength. This deficiency is avoided by using the

graphite blanket only as a thick medium to slow down

the 14 mev neutrons. The neutron energy is then thermally

radiated from the very hot graphite to partially shielded

metal or ceramic (sic) tube banks carrying coolant. The metal

tubes still experience a neutron flux but the radiation damage is

reduced by approximately two orders of magnitude. Coolant

leaks can still occur, but are less likely. A better

solution appears to be not to use coolant tubes at all,

but instead to let the graphite blanket temperature rise.

After approximately 10 minutes of plasma burn, which

corresponds to the desired Tokamak burn time, the blanket

is cooled during the reactor shutdown period (̂ 2 minutes)

by a direct flow of gas (He or A) through the channels in

the graphite blanket* The reactor is rapidly pumped

(*>2 minutes) and the burn starts again. An intermediate
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heat store is required as a heat source for the power

conversion cycle, so heat fluctuations in power output

do not result. This blanket should yield a thermal

conversion efficiency of «6O?6, using a He gas turbine

cycle with an organic bottoming cycle. Also, the very

high coolant temperatures that can be achieved ( * ^

may prove desirable for thermochemical H. processes.

Besides very high performance, reliability, simplicity,

minimum radioactivity, and minimum radiation damage,

this blanket should require a relatively small develop-

ment effort.

Figure 2 illustrates the effect of fusion reactor

power and first wall load on total capital cost of the

fusion power plant. These cost estimates are based on

the following assumptions. At a base power level of

3000 MW (e), structures, improvements, and miscellaneous

plant equipment (land, containment building, etc.) cost

$60/kwe (comparable to conventional fission reactors);

turbine costs $100/kw(e) (substantially more expensive

than for a fission reactor)? electrical equipment costs

$24/kW(e) (comparable to that for fission reactors);the

the magnet confinement system costs $10** /joule, with

total field volume five times plasma volume; plasma

0 = 0.05; tritium handling, refueling and plasma heating

costs ?20Aw(e); power conversion efficiency is 60%; and

the graphite blanket costs $4/lb installed. Scale factors

for power level are 0.8 for the turbine and structures

accounts, and 0.6 for electric equipment as developed by
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Bennett for fission reactors . N o effects of first

wall load on non-reactor costs are assumed. Costs include

both direct and indirect costs (interest during construction,

engineering, etc.) and are expressed in constant 1974

dollars. The reactor magnet costs are assumed to scale

as the 0.8 power of stored energy, and stored energy is

expressed in terms of first wall load and reactor power.

Blanket costs are independent of reactor power but scale

inversely with first wall load. Tritium handling, refuel-

ing and plasma heating are independent of first wall

load but scale as the 0.8 power of reactor output.

These illustrative cost estimates can, of course,

only serve as rough guides. However, they do indicate

that there is substantial incentive to go in the direction

of high first wall load and large reactor power. The

reductions in unit cost at higher powers would have been

even larger if the savings in magnet cost associated

with the greater utilization of the confinement field

(ratio of plasma volume/field volume increases with

reactor physical size, but this effect was not included),

and the higher & that probably would be possible with

larger size. At large powers, even the fastest ion dif-

fusion process (Bohm diffusion) is slow enough to make a

practical reactor; at the small powers, however, confinement

time must be several hundred times the Bohm time. It is

considerably more difficult to achieve hundreds of Bohm times

than Bohm time. This implies that allowable may e increase

with increasing reactor power. With very high 0, as in

Tormacs ' at large sizes, reactor cost could be reduced

by about $50Aw(e).
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Large reactors may have additional benefits than jj

economic ones, however. Impurities should be less of a -j

problem in large fusion reactors than in small ones, . ;

because of the much longer confinement time, and it may j

be possible to operate without divertors, or at least '

simpler ones. In addition, with the high burnups possible

in large reactors, neutral beam fueling becomes energetically

feasible, which would eliminate the difficulties of pellet

fueling.

It thus appears that there may be substantial advantages

to going to large reactors. However, the necessity of

matching grid demands and the problem of outages of very

large electrical generating units makes it difficult to

use 10,000 - 20,000 MW(e) reactors solely as electrical

generators. If most of their output is used for the production

of hydrogen and hydrogen based fuels, however, a large unit

size does not present serious outage problems. More effort

is needed to quantify the economic and technical benefits

of size in fusion reactors, so that this can be related to :

the economics of non-electrical uses, such as hydrogen i

production. i

Modes of Hydrogen Production From Fusion Reactors j

The possible H. production processes using DT fusion jj

reactors are outlined in Table 5. For both radiolytic and I

photolytic production of H , CO seems to be a better process j

material than H O . Absorption efficiencies are higher and j
* i:

the recombination reactions much slower. After splitting ;j

of C0o to CO and *s0o, the O, would be separated, and the i

CO coverted to H. + CO by a standard shift reaction. The |

* * I
CO- is then recycled to the main process stream.
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Radiolysis and photolysis both must be used as a

topping cycle in conjunction with a standard power con-

version cycle and electrolysis. Otherwise, the efficiency

of conversion to H energy is too low to be practical.

However, in Table 5 the efficiency of conversion to H

chemical energy is shown to be higher with a conventional

power cycle and electrolysis than for combined cycles. This

results from the lower temperature of the radiolytic or

photolytic process stream due to back reactions and materials

limitations. With straight He coolant considerably higher

coolant temperatures are possible. Since the process stream

contains CO, CO., and O , the thermal energy in the process

stream is converted to electricity at lower efficiency than

is possible with He coolant. With He, thermal cycle ef-

ficiencies of ~60% should be achievable using a high temper-

ature graphite blanket.

It is difficult to evaluate the suitability of thermo-

chemical production of H for fusion reactors, since no

specific processes have been demonstrated yet, though many

have been proposed. In Table 5, an efficiency for thermo-

chemical processes has been calculated by assuming that

the thermal energy resulting from fusion reactions can be

converted to H chemical energy (lower heating value) at

an efficiency of 50% of Carnot, where the Carnot is based

on the top temperature of a multi-step thermochemical

process. Since multi-step processes typically involve some

additional heat input at lower temperatures than the top

temperature, this actually corresponds to an efficiency

substantially higher than 50% of Carnot, and is likely to

be an upper limit to the thermochemical efficiency. At a
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top temperature of 900°C, which most of the proposed

thermochemical processes assume, only about 37% of the fusion

energy could be converted to H chemical energy. It would

require a thermochemical process with a top temperature of

1500 C to compete with electrolysis based on a He turbine

cycle with a high temperature graphite blanket. Materials

problems would appear to restrict the use of the corrosive

fluids involved in thermochemical processes to much lower

temperatures.

For the rest of this paper. H is assumed to be produced

by conventional electrolysis, with an overall efficiency of

48% (fusion energy to H chemical energy). High temperature

electrolytic cells could substantially increase this ef-

ficiency by decreasing the required voltage.

Economics and Energy Systems Aspects of Hydrogen Production

From Fusion Reactors

Table 6 illustrates the production plant options for

hydrogen from fusion reactors. Option number 1, a single

purpose plant, produces only hydrogen and hydrogen based

fuels and does not deliver electricity to the power grid.

The principal restriction to plant capacity appears to be

capital investment. A 20,000 MW(e) plant would require an

investment of about 5 billion dollars. This would not be

feasible in terms of 1975 plants, but should be feasible in

2020 AD due to the much larger GNP. Even then, however, a

practical upper limit to the capacity of a single plant is

probably on the order of 20,000 MW(e). It is likely that

such single purpose plants would be sited at some distance,

on the order of 20 piles or more, from urban centers. The

hydrogen transmission costs would bo negligible even at

much greater distances.
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Figure 3 shows the production cost for H gas as a

function of reactor size and first wall load, assuming the

reactor costs shown in Figure 2. Electrolyzer costs of

$55/KW(e), including indirect costs and interest during

construction, have been added. These production costs

are somewhat higher than those developed in an earlier
(12)

study, principally because of a more conservative

estimate of power conversion and magnet system costs. Since

fusion reactors are at a very early stage of development

and precise costs cannot be estimated; the best one can say

is that hydrogen and hydrogen based synthetic fuels from

fusion reactors appear to be roughly comparable in cost to

synthetic fuels from other sources, as well as the higher

costs for natural gas and oil projected for 2020 AD.

Production plant options in which hydrogen is a co-

product seem more likely than a single purpose plant. An

obvious option is a plant producing electricity for the

grid as well as hydrogen and hydrogen based fuels. Here

the primary restriction would appear to be the amount of

electricity fed to the grid by a single reactor. Single

unit powers of 1000 MW(e) are now acceptable, and up to 1500

MW.fe) is being considered. Single unit deliveries of 3000

MW(e) to the grid should be acceptable in 2020 AO.

In a dual purpose electricity H^ plant the electricity

delivery to the grid can readily awing even though the

fusion reactor continues to operate at constant power. The

input to the electrolyzers would decrease as input to the

grid increased, and vice versa (Figure 4). Thus a dual

purpose plant could supply peaking and intermediate electric

load as well as base load. If it is assumed that the

value of CTR generated electricity to the grid equals current
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electrical production costs, then the revenues from electri-

city generation can subsidize H production. Figure 5
•i

shows the benefits of such subsidization as a function of

capacity ratio E /E for three values of fusion reactor

cost ($300, 400 and 500/KW(e). E is the peak electric

load on the reactor while E is the total reactor capacity.

At Ej/E equal to 1.0, an average of 38% of the electrical

generation would be used for H_ production in the off-peak

periods, assuming a typical load duration curve for utility

systems. At an E / E of 2.0, for example, 69% of the
1 P

electric generation would be used for H production. At

$400/KW(e), large values of E / E (4 to 5) can be accommodated
p 6

before the H production cost reaches $1.50/10 Btu which

is typical of the costs projected for H production from

coal.

The economics and energy systems aspect of dual purpose

electric-H. plants have been investigated in detail using

a linear programming model of the U. S. energy system.

Figures 6 - 9 show some of the results from this study.

The linear programming model U3es a computer to determine

the optimum selection of energy sources to meet a set of

energy demands. Up to 22 demand sectors (e.g. space heat,

petrochemicals, electric base load, etc.) can be used in

the analysis, with up to 26 supply sectors (e.g. LWR, HTGR,

CTR, underground coal, imported oil, etc.) An appropriate

cost element, Z, is supplied for each point in the matrix,

as the cost of energy from the X supply sector to the Y

demand sector. These costs include fixed charges, O and M,

fuel charges, transmission costs, etc. The model makes its

allocations on the basis of either minimum energy cost for
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the total system, minimum environmental emmissions, or

minimum resource consumption. In the studies of a dual

purpose electric-H production fusion plant, the optimization

was done on the basis of energy system cost.

With certain exceptions, the cost elements used in the

analysis, together with supply constraints, were taken from
(14)

the BNL energy systems data base. These cost elements

have been developed and used for a large number of energy

system studies. The exceptions are:

1. Cost of the fusion reactor

2. Availability of oil and natural gas

3. Cost of coal

4. Cost of SNG from coal

The cost of the fusion reactor is parameterized at

$300, $400, $600 and $800 KW(e). The eventual cost of

fusion reactors most likely will be in this range (all

costs in this study are in 1974 dollars).

The effects of oil and natural gas availability are

examined by postulating three cases: low, medium and high

availability. The low case essentially corresponds to

Hubbert's projections for U.S. domestic production, with

no imports; the medium, to the same U.S. production estimates

projections with a moderate amount of imports; while the

high corresponds to production estimates based on USGS

reserve projections, with imports.

Three parametric coal costs are assumed, one for each

of the above availability cases—$30/ton (underground) for

low availability $20/ton for medium availability, and $10/ton

for high availability. Strip coal i» assumed to coat 8096

of underground coal. Linking of coal costs with oil and gas
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availability will probably take place in the real economy. 1

Capital costs of SNG coal plants are taken as $0.66, $1.16 f

and $1.66/10 Btu, for the high, medium and low availability . j

cases. Two sets of demand projections are used for the j

reference year 2020 AD. The first set, "full demand", is

taken from AET-8 for 2020 AD, and corresponds to a

historical energy growth scenario for the U.S. The "reduced

demand" set for 2020 AD is taken as equal to the AET-8

projection for 2000 AD, and is roughly midway between

historical growth and zero energy growth.

Figure 6 shows the total yearly electric generation

by CTR's [l mQ = 10 Btu] as a function of CTR capital cost,

$/kW(e), energy demand, and fossil fuel availability. Even

at high capital cost, i.e., $800AW(e), CTR's supply a

substantial portion of U.S. energy. Figure 7 shows how

the fraction of the electrical generation supplied by CTR's

increases as capital cost decreases, reaching 90% at a

capital cost of $400AW(e), for the full demand, high

availability case. j
i

Figure 8 shows the total H production (includes use as j

H, and production of synthetic fuels based on H ) as a j

function of CTR capital cost, energy demand, and fossil fuel j

availability. Only CTR's and coal are considered as sources

of H_. Coal derived H is constrained to a maximum of 3 mQ/year,

based on environmental restrictions (water, etc.). CTR's

produce H. in all cases except for the combination of reduced

demand, high fossil fuel availability, and CTR capital cost

greater than $600Aw(e). Altering the constraint on H

derived from coal would, of course, affect how much H was

produced from CTR's. The purpose here is not to precisely

predict how much II will be produced by CTR's in 2020 AD,
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but rather to show that CTR's are a promising competitor

to coal as well as other energy supplies, for the production

of H and synthetic fuels based on H .

Figure 9 shows the fraction of CTR output allocated

to the various demands, for the combination of the full

demand set and high fossil fuel availability. Approximately

20% of the CTR output is used to generate H and H based

synthetic fuels. The demands are boxed so as to show how

daily and seasonal savings in demands can be balanced. For

example, space heat (Sp. Ht.) and air conditioning (A/C)

can be directly balanced for most of the year, as can water

heat (W/H) and intermediate electric load. In this

illustration, H- production is balanced against space heat,

which means H would be predominantly generated during the

warmer months. Alternate fuels would have to be provided

in colder periods, or H could be stored (i.e. in underground

storage reservoirs, or as methanol).

This points up the eventual necessity of detailed

load and production accounting as a function of time, if

H- is to be produced in dual purpose electric-H plants

(CTR based or otherwise). It is beyond the scope of this

study to do such detailed accounting, however.

Multipurpose CTR plants, such as those listed in Table

6, are probably even more attractive for K production, since

plants can be larger, resulting in lower unit costs and

valuable by-products (e.g. hot water waste heat for space

heat and industrial process steam, oxygen for steel plants,

etc.) help to defray the reactor cost. Analyses of such

production options will be carried out at a later date.
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Conclusions

The main points developed earlier in this paper are

summarized below. It should be reiterated that the con-

clusions are the author's and not CTR program statements.

1. Demonstration fusion reactors for commercial

power production should be operating by 2000 AD.

2. The first generation of commercial fusion reactors

will likoly by Tokamaks operating on DT fuel.

3. A conversion efficiency, fusion energy to elec-

tricity, of ~60% appears possible with a high temperature

graphite blanket. In this case, the preferred mode of

hydrogen production will probably be electrolysis, since

its overall efficiency, fusion energy to H chemical energy,

is likely to equal or exceed the overall efficiency for

thermochemical H production.

4. The minimum practical fusion reactor rating appears

to be limited by technical and economic factors to the order

of 2000 MW(e). The maximum rating only appears to be

limited by grid reliability requirements, not technical

factors. Fusion reactors should become technically much

easier as rating increases. Adequate confinement is much

easier to achieve, magnetic fields are lower, plasma

impurities less troublesome, etc. These technical benefits,

together with economies of scale, indicate that reactor

limit costs (?Aw(e)) should substantially decrease as

reactor rating increases.

5. H. and H based synthetic fuels can be produced

either by fusion reactors in single purpose plants dedicated •

to H_, or by dual purpose plants producing H_ and electricity -!•

for a grid, or by multipurpose plants producing H , I
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electricity, process heat, etc. Since H can be economically

shipped for much longer distances than electricity, and can

be more readily stored, the availability requirements for

single, dual, or multipurpose plants producing large

amounts of H are not as severe as those for base loaded

electric plants. This should allow H producing fusion

plants to have considerably larger ratings (equivalent

MW(e)) than base loaded fusion electric plants.

6. For dual purpose CTR plants, the two most important

factors affecting CTR installed capacity are CTR capital cost

and fossil fuel availability (supply and cost). For the

range of parameters investigated, U.S. CTR installed

capacity in 2020 AD varied from essentially zero to 5 x 10

MW(e), using a linear programming model of the U.S. energy

economy. The H_ production by CTR's is primarily sensitive

to fossil fuel availability, and only secondarily to CTR

capital cost. Peak H_ production by CTR's in 2020 AD is on

the order of 20 x 10 Btu/year.
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